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Abstract
Clinical studies in the medical research literature strongly suggest that ingesting wheatgrass juice can help the body to heal from many diseases. While no studies have attempted to explain why wheatgrass juice has clinically proven benefits, many of the studies hypothesize that wheatgrass juice increases the oxygenation of the blood (and this leads to removal of toxins and increased cellular health). We have administered two ounces of pure wheatgrass juice to 30 resting adults and monitored the blood oxygen level using a pulse oximeter.

INTRODUCTION
Crested wheatgrass (Agropyron Cristatum, (L) Gaertin, Poaceae) is a type of cereal grass that is commonly used as a dietary supplement because of its nutritional value. Many grasses have been identified as complete foods meaning that all known nutrients are found in them. They also contain many phytochemicals that are collectively labeled the grass juice factor. There have been many studies done on barley juice that suggest it can strengthen the immune system.

Wheatgrass is believed to have benefits similar to that of barley juice due to the grass juice factor. Both wheatgrass and barley juice have been shown to have health benefits when ingested by animals and humans. 

Barley grass has been shown to have anti-ulcer action. 

Beta-carotene, which the body converts to Vitamin A, is contained in wheatgrass and has been shown to increase the immune response of rats.

The nutritional value of wheatgrass has been shown to be greater than many other common foods. One study on wheatgrass showed it contains more theronine, isoleucine, phenylalanine, arginine, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, and prolin per 100 grams than spinach, broccoli, eggs, and chicken. Consuming wheatgrass is equivalent to eating a large amount of vegetables. It has been shown that the risk of colon cancer increases as the amount of vegetables eaten decreases. Leafy vegetables are also associated with a lower overall cholesterol.

Research has shown that carotene from green and yellow vegetables may act as an inhibitor of carcinogens. One study showed that increasing carotene intake decreased cancer risk.

Wheatgrass has been used for many years. In the 1940s cereal grasses were the United States’ best selling multiple vitamin. This was largely due to the persistence of one of wheatgrass’s pioneers, Charles Franklin Schnabel. Schnabel was a chemist and agriculturist who spent his life promoting the nutritional benefits of wheatgrass after noticing the amazing results some of his livestock experienced on a cereal grass diet. Another pioneer of wheatgrass was Ann Wigmore. Wigmore opened the Hippocrates Health Institute in Boston to distribute wheatgrass to the sick. She also opened living food programs in several other countries. Man made multiple vitamins eventually replaced some of the wheatgrass tablets sold in health food stores, but wheatgrass juice is still used by many people today.

The Optimum Health Institute still uses wheatgrass as part of their three week program that promotes the purification and detoxification of the body.

Some commonly claimed benefits of wheatgrass juice are that it can be used to treat or supplement treatment for ulcerative colitis, beta-thelassemia, burns, and suppurating wounds. One study indicated that wheatgrass juice can be used to treat individuals with active restricted left colon ulcerative colitis with generally few side effects. Marwaha et al analyzed progress of patients with Thelassemia Major who grew wheatgrass in their homes and drank it daily. In their study half of the patients saw a decrease in more than 25% of the amount packed red blood cells required.
Wheatgrass is a potential treatment for burns. One study showed that adding chlorophyll to Bi Ointment decreased the amount of time second degree spot and third degree burns took to heal. Grasses such as wheatgrass are one of the best sources of chlorophyll. Is the chlorophyll content of wheatgrass that is believed to treat suppurating wounds as well. Clinical studies suggest that chlorophyll has a bacteriostatic property possibly due to its ability to break down carbon dioxide and release oxygen. Studies have shown that chlorophyll can be used as a treatment for different types of ulcers. In the 1930s Hughes and Latner found that certain amounts of chlorophyll could help rabbits that were made anemic through hemorrhages recover in a faster amount of time.

Common “claims” can be found suggesting that wheatgrass lowers blood pressure, purifies the liver, heals wounds and sores, builds muscle and endurance, and treats cancer. There are several suggested ways that wheatgrass may inhibit cancer. One is that wheatgrass acts as an inhibitor of carcinogens. Wheatgrass has been shown to inhibit the effect of carcinogens that require metabolic activity. A second possibility is that wheatgrass may fight cancer due to the combination of enzymes it contains. It has been suggested that these enzymes can help dissolve tumors. Another possible reason that wheatgrass can fight cancer is that it increases the amount of oxygen in the blood. Many of the other benefits of wheatgrass juice could also be explained if wheatgrass did oxygenate the blood. This theory was also suggested by Chernomorsky and Segelman. They stated that chlorophyll derivatives may promote wound healing via a mechanism similar to subsequent cell regeneration with simultaneous increased oxygen uptake. This suggests that chlorophyll derivatives may increase the amount of oxygen present in the blood stream. Since wheatgrass is one of the best sources of chlorophyll, it is possible that when ingested, wheatgrass causes an increase in the amount of oxygen in the blood.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

Thirty individuals, 21 female and 9 male, volunteered to participate in the study. The population ranged from age 18 to 51, with a mean, median, and mode of 21, 20, and 21, respectively. No age or gender limitations were applied to the study in order to maintain applicability to the general population. Subjects were recruited via word-of-mouth. In order to participate, individuals were required to sign an informed consent and a questionnaire regarding diet and exercise habits before each trial. Individuals were permitted to participate if they were non-smokers, exercised regularly, had never taken blood thinners, and had no allergies to foods similar to wheatgrass. The study was approved for use of human subjects by the Mercyhurst College Institutional Review Board.

METHODOLOGY

Wheatgrass. Wheatgrass kits were purchased from www.wheatgrasskit.com (Springville, UT). Each kit included five 53 cm x 25 cm black plastic growing trays, five 0.45-kg bags of organic wheatgrass seed, two bags of organic growing mix (animal-free forest based compost), and azomite, an organic fertilizer full of minerals and trace elements.

Seeds were rinsed twice then soaked in tap water for one to two days prior to being planted. Organic soil was poured into a growing tray until it was evenly 2.5 cm thick, then a handful of azomite was sprinkled over it. The pre-soaked seeds were evenly distributed over the fertilized soil and covered with newspaper. The newspaper was sprayed with water until it soaked through the soil. The newspaper and soil were watered likewise each day until the grass was about 5 cm. The newspaper was removed and the grass was set under a growing light that was turned on and off every 12 hours.

The wheatgrass was ready to be juiced once it was 15-20 cm tall. A commercial wheatgrass juicer (Miracle Pro Green Machine Wheat Grass Juicer, Model MJ575) was used to produce a 2-oz (59-mL) serving of juice. If the juice was consumed within one hour, it remained fresh. Otherwise, it was frozen and thawed immediately prior to consumption. Monitoring blood oxygenation levels. A BCI® 3303 Hand-Held Pulse Oximeter with an Adult Finger Sensor and Polar® F4 heart rate monitor with a T31 transmitter were used to measure the SpO₂ and heart rate, respectively, of each participant. The sensor was placed on the finger and SpO₂ was measured as the participant sat in order to observe the participant’s resting SpO₂ level. Data were collected every thirty seconds for 15 minutes prior to drinking wheatgrass juice. After the participant drank the wheatgrass juice, SpO₂ and heart rate were collected every thirty seconds for an additional 35-75 minutes.

DATA ANALYSIS

The pulse-oximeter recorded the percent oxygenation level
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every thirty seconds for fifteen minutes. Using this data we obtained an average pre-ingestion oxygenation, $x_i$, level for each participant, where $i$ is the participant number.

Figure 1

$$\bar{x}_i = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{30} x_k}{30}$$

We then compared post-consumption wheatgrass data with the average pre-ingestion values for each participant every 30 seconds, for 35-75 minutes post-consumption of the wheatgrass juice.

Figure 2

$$\Delta x_k = x_k - \bar{x}_i$$

If wheatgrass juice were oxygenating the blood, one would expect positive values for $\Delta x_k$. If it had no effect, one would expect $\Delta x_k$ values near zero.

Individual results were scattered. In order to generate a single set of data that represents an average deviation from a personal blood oxygenation level, we then averaged all participant ($i$) $\Delta x_k$ values at each time step post-wheatgrass juice consumption.

Figure 3

$$\bar{\Delta x}_k = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{30} \Delta x_k}{30}$$

Where $k$ represents the data collected every 30 seconds. The set of values represents the deviation in $\text{SpO}_2$ for the entire set of 30 participants from their personal resting average value of $\text{SpO}_2$.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the deviation of blood oxygen levels after the ingestion of wheatgrass juice.

Figure 4

A linear fit of this data yields a slope of 0.0032% oxygenation/minute. Wheatgrass juice does not significantly oxygenate the blood within 75 minutes of ingestion for resting, healthy participants.

It is possible that exercising participants would show a change in blood oxygenation level upon ingesting wheatgrass juice or that blood oxygenation changes during a longer time frame. Our study was designed to test a commonly suggested, but unreferenced, “benefit” of wheatgrass juice. The results of our small study indicate that ingesting wheatgrass juice does not lead to an increase in blood oxygenation levels within 75 minutes for resting, healthy participants.
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